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A non-contact method for identification of sparsely
distributed plastic pellets is proposed by integrat-
ing holography and Raman spectroscopy in this
study. Polystyrene (PS) and poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) resin pellets with a size of 3 mm located in
a 20 cm water channel were illuminated using a colli-
mated continuous wave laser beam with a diameter of
4 mm and wavelength of 785 nm. The same laser beam
was used to take a holographic image and Raman spec-
trum of a pellet to identify the shape, size and compo-
sition of material. Using the compact system, the mor-
phological and chemical analysis of pellets in a large
volume of water was performed. The reported novel
method demonstrates the potential for compact non-
contact continuous in situ monitoring of microplastics
in water without collection and separation. © 2020 Optical

Society of America
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1. INTRODUCTION

Global awareness of plastic pollution in the marine environ-
ment has risen recently. In particular, the impact on ecology is
a serious concern, with several reports of plastic waste being
discovered from guts of dead seabirds, turtles and fish [1–4]. The
density of plastic debris in the ocean has been selected as an in-
dicator of the Sustainable Development Goals, set by the United
Nations for the year 2030 [5]. In particular, understanding the
distribution of microplastics, whose size is defined as less than
5 mm [6], is becoming an urgent global issue. Microplastics get
transported to all parts of the oceans, including the deep-sea
trenches [7]. They are easily introduced to the food chain by

being ingested by animals, and their impact on the organisms
is the subject to multiple biological studies [8]. The sources
of microplastics are either manufactured plastic components
such as powder particles for scrubbers and resin pellets for plas-
tic product manufacturing (primary sources), or small pieces
made while plastic items decompose (secondary sources) [9].
To gauge the threat that microplastics pose, it is important to
know their distribution on local and global scales, as well as
temporal changes. Typically floating microplastic particles are
collected together with other particles using a net towed by a
ship, separated by their densities after dissolving organic mat-
ter, collected on a filter, and dried [6]. A plastic type of each
particle on a filter is determined using spectroscopic methods,
commonly Fourier-transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy, or
Raman spectroscopy [10, 11]. Since the current techniques are
dependent on sampling, information is largely limited to the sur-
face distribution. While vertical profiles have been investigated
using multiple nets [12], sample collection devices [13, 14], and
remotely operated vehicles [15], deployment of these systems are
constrained by sea conditions and the number of samples is lim-
ited. In addition, recovering of all particles collected including
plankton and organic matters is necessary, and separation and
preparation of samples are required for analysis, which results
in long time for data acquisition and slow data feedback. While
simulation-based research contributes to understand vertical
transportation of microplastics [16], these research also requires
ground truths with measured values, and currently vertical pro-
files have been measured at limited locations. Temporal changes
are also important to understand the interaction of organisms
and microplastics [17], but are limited to long-term discrete in-
formation in small areas, such as seasonal differences. Since no
practical in situ monitoring techniques exist yet, the temporal
changes over short intervals during long-term measurements
are not known.

Raman spectroscopy is a non-destructive molecular analytical
method that has been widely used for identification of microplas-
tics. It has been recently reported that microplastic particles
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flowing in water can be measured using Raman spectroscopy,
while the water volume is limited, which demonstrates a large
potential to chemically identify particle types in situ [18]. In
general, optical methods, in particular laser spectroscopy, have
advantages in in situ marine and deep-sea surveys since most
of these methods are applicable to underwater targets [19–21],
and Raman spectroscopy has been applied to measurements of
seawater and solids in the deep sea [22–25]. However, current
in situ Raman spectroscopic analysers are mostly used for bulk
liquid analysis since solid measurement requires strict focusing
to compensate for the inherently weak Raman scattering, and
also measurement periods of several tens of seconds are often
required. Therefore it is not realistic to measure floating parti-
cles in a large volume of water for an application to deep-sea
environments, where the total abundance of particles is several
orders-of-magnitude lower than in shallow and coastal areas
[26]. While in situ measurements of plastics collected using a
filter is an option [27], the operation time depends on filtration
capacity, and a control system to avoid filter blocking is required,
increasing system complexity and decreasing reliability for long-
term deployments. Transmission Raman spectroscopy, often
with a collimated or unfocused laser beam, is particularly ef-
fective in measurements of opaque, bulk solid targets [28, 29]
and has demonstrated advantages in application fields such as
measurements of pharmaceutical samples [30–32] and tissues
[33]. While this technique has been applied to a thin target in air
only so far, it could be also suitable for detection of microplastic
particles floating in the ocean without physical trapping on a
membrane.

Optical holography is an imaging technique that can be ap-
plied to in situ monitoring of particles suspended in water. It is
non-destructive, requires no sample preparation and can make
rapid measurement of particles in a relatively large water vol-
ume with high spatial (several tens of µm) and temporal (the
order of µs) resolutions [34–36]. Compact in-line digital holo-
graphic devices have been widely used for in situ monitoring
of marine distinctive particles such as plankton [37–40]. Holo-
graphic images can provide size, shape, and position informa-
tion of particles. It can also be used to automatically separate
microplastics from organic particles using pattern recognition
algorithms [41, 42]. Yet, for determination of materials of plas-
tics, chemical analysis is required. The setup configuration of
holography, however, which consists of a single laser source and
detector located at the other end of the beam, is the same as
transmission Raman spectroscopy. These could be combined
into one setup to perform simultaneous or successive hologra-
phy and Raman measurements, which will be a compact hybrid
system for microplastic identification.

In this study a novel method for non-contact identification of
microplastic resin pellets by integrating holography and Raman
spectroscopy is reported. Transmission Raman spectroscopy
using a dual purpose collimated beam that is also used for in-
line holography was investigated to chemically identify a plastic
particle suspended in water. Using a low electric power compact
setup with a collimated laser beam for digital holography and
Raman spectroscopy, target recognition and chemical identifi-
cation are demonstrated for two different types of plastic resin
pellets. The concept is that the rapid in-line holographic mea-
surements can be used to detect and locate particles in a flow
chamber. This can be used to trigger a flow trap that allows
Raman measurements to be performed of the trapped particle
so that its composition can be analysed. This will enable se-
lective Raman measurements of plastic or targeted particles by

pre-screening particles in a flow chamber using holographic im-
ages. This method is suitable for situations where other types of
particles are mixed in a flow, such as in situ microplastic analysis
in natural environments, in particular, in the deep ocean, where
particles are sparsely distributed, and mostly no more than a
single particle would be expected in a measurement volume at a
time.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Materials
Resin pellets of polystyrene (PS) and poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) with the size of around 3 mm (Daikei Kagaku, Ltd.)
were used in this study. Both pellets are transparent, similar in
the shape and size, and denser than the water with the density
of 1.04 g/cm3 for PS and 1.18 g/cm3 for PMMA. PS and PMMA
are typically found in aquatic environments [43].

B. Setup
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. Both holographic
and Raman spectroscopic measurements were performed of a
single pellet in a 20 cm channel. One end of a single-mode fi-
bre (Thorlabs, P3-780AR-2) is connected to a single longitudinal
mode continuous wave (CW) laser with a wavelength of 785 nm
(Oxxius, LBX-785S-150-ISO-PPF) and the other is attached to a
collimator with a diameter of 4 mm (Thorlabs, F280APC-780),
which is slightly larger than the pellet size, in a waterproof hull.
The beam after the collimator passes through a 785 nm band-
pass filter (Semrock, LL01-785-25) and sapphire window, and
penetrates a channel filled with water and a particle inside the
channel was illuminated by the beam. After the second sapphire
window, the laser beam is split in two at a 785 nm dichroic beam
splitter (Semrock, Di03-R785-t1-25x36). Most of the beam is re-
flected by the beam splitter for holographic imaging, and the
light with wavelengths longer than 785 nm are transmitted for
Raman spectroscopy. The reflected light passed through two
attenuation filters (OptoSigma, AND-25C-20, AND-25C-10) and
was detected by a complementary metal-oxide semiconductor
(CMOS) camera (JAI, GO-5100-USB) connected to a laptop to
monitor and record raw holographic images. Images were con-
tinuously taken with the exposure time of 7 µs, the minimum
exposure time for the CMOS camera. The acquisition rate was
74 fps. This camera was chosen since it can take an image with
such a short exposure time, which is important to avoid mo-
tion blur especially when a CW laser is used for illumination.
The transmitted light was collected using a collimator (Thorlabs,
F110SMA-780) after a 785 nm longpass filter (Semrock, BLP01-
785R-25). This was transmitted through a multi-mode fibre with
a core diameter of 600 µm (Thorlabs, M29L02) and the light de-
livered to a spectrometer with a wavenumber range from 200
to 3100 cm−1 (Wasatch Photonics, WP-785-A-S-ER-25). The ac-
quisition time was set to 30 s, since longer acquisition time did
not increase the signal to noise significantly. Background signals,
i.e. taken using the same setup without a target were subtracted
from the spectra. Reference spectra were taken in air using a
focusing probe (Wasatch Photonics, WP-785-RP) with the acqui-
sition time of 5 s, which was experimentally found to be optimal
for the condition in air, for each target.

C. Reconstruction of holographic images
The image reconstruction method used is explained in Ref. [44].
The angular spectrum method was used in this study [45]. Algo-
rithms were implemented using Python 3.7.3. During algorithm
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup. Col, collimator; BP, bandpass filter;
SW, sapphire window; DBS, dichroic beamsplitter; AF, attenua-
tion filter; LP, longpass filter.
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Fig. 2. (a) Raw and (b) reconstructed images of a PS pellet. The
beam diameter for illumination was 7.5 mm.

development, images taken using a collimator with a diameter
of 7.5 mm (Thorlabs, F810APC-780) were used to illuminate the
entire area of the CMOS sensor. Fig. 2 shows an example of
(a) raw and (b) reconstructed images taken for a PS pellet. The
image was taken for a pellet 20 cm from the detector. The laser
power was set to 144 mW. It is clearly seen that blurred edges
of pellets in a raw image are sharpened in the reconstructed
amplitude image. While three dimensional analysis was not per-
formed in this study since the light was not scattered sufficiently
to record the surfaces of the cylindrical pellet, the width, length,
and shape of the particle can be determined from the image.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Fig. 3 shows amplitude reconstruction of the digital holograms
of (a) PS and (b) PMMA pellets and Fig. 4 shows Raman spec-
tra of the same (c) PS and (d) PMMA pellets. The laser power
for holography was set to 23 mW for PS and 18 mW for PMMA,
which were found to be an optimal power for each target without
saturation. The PMMA image in Fig. 3 (b) has an artefact (stray
diagonal line) which is most likely caused by a diffracted beam
from one of the pellet edges. Regardless of the artefacts, we
were able to extract the needed information from the hologram,
i.e. the shape, dimensions, and relative position of the pellet.
From Fig. 3, the width and length of pellets are calculated as 2.7
and 3.1 mm for PS, and 2.6 and 3.3 mm for PMMA, respectively,
which is consistent with the actual size of pellets. It can be said
that the shape of pellets can be recognised using the beam with
a diameter of 4 mm. Raman measurements were subsequently
performed with the same beam diameter. While the laser power
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was increased to 75 mW, this is not problematic for the proposed
measurement setup as the power of the laser can be changed
through software without physical intervention once a particle
has been confirmed. In Fig. 4, Raman spectra taken using the
setup are shown in black and reference Raman spectra taken
for the same samples in air using a focused beam are shown in
red. The maximum and minimum intensities of all the spectra
are normalised to match each other. Raman peaks of targets
are clearly seen in spectra taken for underwater pellets. Table
1 summarises Raman peaks recognised. The listed peaks are
those which are seen in spectra taken in air and match references
[46, 47]. The PS peaks at 787, 996, 1027, 1151, 1191, 1596, and
3052 cm−1 [46] and PMMA peaks at 805, 969, 1237, 1445, 1721,
and 2945 cm−1 [47] can be seen in spectra taken in water. While
a strong peak was observed at 1067 cm−1 in all spectra taken in
water, it does not match any peak of targets. It is assumed to be
a Raman peak of the Al-O bending mode of Al2O3 [48] used as a
coating material to avoid corrosion of the measurement chamber.
While the laser beam does not directly illuminate the chamber
wall, a part of scattered beam on the target surface might be
reflected at the wall, which causes Raman scattering of the wall
material. Peaks at shorter wavelengths especially for PMMA
were not observed in signals taken in water possibly because
peak heights were too low to be detected. It can be still said
that the signal quality is high enough to identify the particle
types and two pellets can be identified successfully using the
proposed setup. Thus, the results confirm that both holography
and Raman spectroscopy can be performed using the laser beam
with the diameter of 4 mm. It should be noted that although
the beam diameter of 7.5 mm was also tested, distinguishable
Raman signals could not be obtained. The power density of
the beam diameter of 7.5 mm is 3.5 times less than the beam
diameter of 4 mm, and the CCD used in this study does not have
the sensitivity to collect the Raman scattering generated using a
larger beam. A detector with a higher sensitivity will improve
the detection limit and enable the proposed method to measure
various sizes of microplastic particles using large beam diameter.
While two pellets were used in this study, the targets can be
extended to other microplastic particle types such as spheres
and fibres. While further studies are required to quantitatively
analyse the threshold of power density and the minimum de-
tectable size and types of particles, it is demonstrated for the
first time that holography and Raman spectroscopy can be per-
formed using the same setup on suspended particles to obtain
information about particle size, shape and composition. Un-
der the conditions with the diameter of 4 mm and the length
of 20 cm and with the acquisition rate of holography of 74 fps,
the maximum speed of the flow is 190 mL/s for holographic
particle detection. In Table 2, the proposed method and existing
in situ holography and Raman analysers are compared. While
the speed is moderate among conventional in-situ oceanic holo-
graphic imaging devices, considering the power consumption, it
can be said that the proposed method is efficient. This is because
the proposed method only consists of a single low-power laser
source, while a short-duration pulsed laser is used for typical
in-line holographic measurements. The concept of the system
is to perform continuous holographic monitoring to detect a
plastic particle, which can act as a trigger to pause the flow by
closing a valve and initiate a Raman measurement. After the
Raman measurement, the valve can be opened to resume the
holographic monitoring to find the next plastic particle. With
this setup, the whole process can be performed automatically,
which will be implemented in our future studies. Considering

(a) PS

(b) PMMA

1 mm

Fig. 3. Reconstructed holographic images of (a) PS and (b)
PMMA pellets.

the ability to perform both holography and Raman spectroscopy
in a systematic way to efficiently measure microplastic particles
with such a low power consumption, the proposed method has a
great advantage for application to long-term platforms, such as
autonomous underwater vehicles, ocean gliders and Lagrangian
floats for scalable ocean observation.

4. CONCLUSIONS

It has been demonstrated that holography and Raman spec-
troscopy can be performed using a single optical setup for mi-
croplastic pellets in water using a compact integrated setup.
Plastic resin pellets of PS and PMMA with the size of 3 mm lo-
cated in a 20 cm water channel can be detected from holographic
images, and chemically identified with Raman spectroscopy us-
ing a CW laser beam with the diameter of 4 mm. This enables
fast particle identification with both morphological and chemical
information in a single large volume channel.
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Fig. 4. Raman spectra of (a) PS and (b) PMMA pellets. Raman
spectra taken using the setup are shown in black and refer-
ence Raman spectra taken for the same samples in air using a
focused beam are shown in red.

Table 1. Raman peaks seen in spectra taken for (a) PS and (b)
PMMA. The results are compared to references (Ref. [46] for
PS and Ref. [47] for PMMA) and peaks seen in spectra taken in
air with the focused system.

(a)

Ref. [46] In air 1 mm 4 mm

621 614 × ◦

791 787 ◦ ◦

999 996 ◦ ◦

1031 1027 ◦ ◦

1165 1151 ◦ ◦

1200 1191 ◦ ◦

1449 1442 ◦ ×

1606 1596 ◦ ◦

3056 3052 ◦ ◦

(b)

Ref. [47] In air 1 mm 4 mm

370 356 × ×

487 473 × ×

604 592 × ×

818 805 ◦ ◦

970 969 ◦ ◦

1234 1237 ◦ ◦

1456 1445 ◦ ◦

1736 1721 ◦ ◦

2957 2945 ◦ ◦
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Table 2. Comparison of specifications of in situ holographic
and Raman analysers. The maximum power consumption of
DORISS I and II was estimated by the components described
in the reference [22].
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